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ABSTRACT

The characterization and Initial operation of a satcrials science EXAFS

beaa line at the NSLS is described. This line has a unique combination of

componenets including a 4-crystal focusing monochrometor and SIC colllmating

mirror. Discussion of the aonochromator will include a comparison with con-

ventional two crystal designs and techniques for maintaining crystal alignment

during EXAFS scans. The dispersive nature of the monochrometor also allows a

measurement of the NSLS emlttance which appears to be near design values.

This means significant intensity gains can be realized with a collimatlag mir-

ror which is planned as a future addition to the beam line optics. Some ex-

perimental results will be used to demonstrate the capabilities of the beam

line.
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1. In troductlon

Hoat EXAFS beam linca to date have used two parallel, crystals aa the

monochrometing unit. This Is a non-dispersive geometry with th* energy reso-

lution bctag determined by a combination of the source properties and the en-

trance silt. This paper describes the initial operation of a four crystal

aonochromator at the Rational Synchrotron Light Source (MSLS) x-nty ring.[1,2]

The four crystal arrangement consists of two parallel pairs of crystals ar-

ranged back to back as shown in Fig. 1. In this arrangement the second and

third crystals arc antiparallel, and, thus, fora a dispersive pair. This

means that the energy resolution is determined solely by the crystals used

rather than the source or entrance slit. It will also be demonstrated that

using four crystal xeflections can significantly improve the detail observable

in near edge structure by minimizing the tails in the monochrome tor trans-

mission function.

In Fig. 1 the fourth crystal is shown mounted in a crystal bender. To

date this feature of the aonochromator has not been used, although eventually

it is hoped to collect up to 9 arad of radiation using sagittal focusing.

After reviewing the basic features of the four crystal design and its asso-

. elated beam line this paper will concentrate on the most important aspect of

four crystal operation; the problem of maintaining crystal alignment. The

paper will conclude with some examples of data obtained during the first few

months of operation.

2. Four Crystal Monochrometor - Basic Principles

The aechanical details of the present design are described elsewherel2j.

This section reviews some of the basic optical principles.

A dispersive monochrome tor ia oest thought of as an angular slit which

transmits rays from the source only if they are incident upon the cono-

chrometor within a certain range of angles. The range of angles depends on



the crystal* ehoaan and the ralatir* alignment of th« four crjratala. The rea-

son for this ia quit* alapIt. Th firat pair of crystals converts the incoming

angular spread of th« raya Into a corresponding range of anarglaa aa deter-

ained by tha Bragg aquation. Tha sacond pair can only transmit anarglaa with*

In tha crystal rocking curve. Thua, It deteralnas tha anargy resolution and

tha corraspondlng angular accaptanca cf tha aonochroaator.

Aa ona pair of crystals la rota tad relative to tha othar tha cantar of

tha angular ranga accaptad changes. For tha NSLS tha output angla la tba ver-

tlcal la about 40 sac, and tha angular acceptance for SI {111} crystals Is

about 3-10 sec depending on tha Bragg angla. Aa ona pair la rotated tha angu-

lar acceptance given by tha rocking curva sweep* through tha synchrotron out-

put angla, giving an latenalty proflla -40 sac wide. Thua, to Maintain high

Intensity tha two pairs aust have the saae angla to a few seconds of arc,

although as discussed In tha naxt section baa* stability requirements impose

even store restrictions on alignment.

From tha aisaatch of tha crystal accaptanca and tha synchrotron output it

is obvious that collimating the synchrotron output would result in large In-

tensity gains. This is only possible, however, on a synchrotron source with a

small aourca size sinca the ultlaata Halt on tha coliiaation possible C O M *

froa the source size[3]. Figure 2 coapares the aonnchroaator throughput for

tha present beaa Una with and without a coliiaating alrror 3 >a froa tha

source. The curves are froa raytracing studies using the NSLS design source

six*. Intitlal aeaaureaeats indicate that the actual site is, indeed, very

close to design values. Thus, gains in throughput of 3-7 can be expected with

a coliiaating airror. Currently a colliaaCing airror is not being uaed be-

cause intital testlng[4] of our SIC airror indicates that it haa axcaasiv*

surface roughness and plans for recoatlng and repolishlng are currently

underway.



Figure 2 also shows a. comparison with aondlsperslvc two crystal cases

using Si(220) crystals. Wh*n no Mirror is usad the four crystal monochromator

actually provided more Intensity whan th« slits on the two crystal *ono-

chromator are sat to give tha sans resolution. When a Mirror is used the in-

tensities are about the same although the tails of the two crystal case extend

further out in energy. This is not a function of the dispersive geometry, but

rather the fact that when four reflections are used the tails are suppressed.

This is important for edge studies, since even if the throughputs have the

sane FVHM the tails will overlap the edges first ••••ring out the structure.

Furthermore, the calculations assume an ideal mirror while real mirrors have

roughness which results in scattering about the specular beam. Such scatter-

ing would add to the tails for the aoadlapersive case but would only result ia

a small loss in intensity for the dispersive case.

Si{lll) crystals in the dispersive case give an energy resolution of

AE/E - 1.3 x MT* which is well Matched to the intrinsic lifetime broadening

of most absorption edges in the range of 5-20 keV. Above 20 k*V and for ex-

periments la which it is desired to gain intensity at the expense of resolu-

tion it may be desirable to rua in a nondispersive two crystal Mode. Accord-

ingly the aonochromator is designed to run in both nodes with the change over

taking less than an hour.

3. Maintaining Crystal £ligament

As stated in the previous section to achieve full intensity, the align-

ment of the two pairs of crystals must be maintained to a few seconds of arc

as they are scanned. Since they are on separate Mechanical rotation stages

with about 30 arc sees of accuracy each, a feedback system is necessary to

maintain the necessary alignment. The initial system was an analog system

which attempted to maintain alignment by keeping the output intensity at a

•axlmum. Zt did this by applying a small dither to one axis and using lock-in



detection to detect th« AC component of tha Intensity. Nulling this signal

using a piasoelactrlc adjuster kept the Intensity at a maximum. This a/stea

worked well at maintaining the intensity, but suffered fro* beasj position

fluctuations on the saaple. An error of a few are seconds out of the 40 arc-

second synchrotron output had little affect on intensity, but when miltiplied

by the 16 • source to saaple distance actions of the baaa of a few hundred

alcrons on the saaples resulted. For ZXAFS aeasureaents which require accu-

racies approaching 10~* in absorption it li difficult to aake saaples which

are uniform enough to tolerate such Motion*.

The solution lies in Monitoring the beaa position rather than the inten-

sity^ In this systea * split ion chaaber Is used to detect the bean position

and the aaplified position signal used to control the piezoelectric adjuster

to aeintaln a constant beaa position on the saaple. If this systea is ini-

tially tuned *o that the optiaua beaa position corresponds to tha intensity

maximum, then tha optiaua crystal alignaent is also Maintained. Such a systea

has proven to be quite slaple to set up and operate, and has been used for the

past few aonths by a variety of users with relatively few problens.

The sensitivity of the current systea is about 20 vm, and when properly

adjusted seems to aaintain the output position constant to about ±50 vm. this

is adequate for aost saaples, although soae laproveaent is still desirable for

sensitive saaples. To this end it is planned to optimize further the split

ion chaaber and Its associated electronics. This is possible since the pre-

sent components were designed with other purposes in mind- Also, it should be

aentioned that a position based feedback systea will respond to remove beaa

movement due to source movement. The current systea can respond to source

aotlons up to about 5 Hx.



4. Initial Results

Monochromatic beam witb four crystal operation was first obtained

February 14, 1965. Measurements of experimental samples began on April 4,

1981 with work on the Eu L3 edge in Eux&I^Bj compounds. This work resulted in

the first publication from the beam llne[5], which was also the first publica-

tion for data obtained on the NSLS x-ray ring, this early work used the In-

tensity based feedback system discussed previously for which it was difficult

to consistently obtain good data. The bean position feedback system was in-

stalled Nay 10, 1985. Since then data acquisition has been much simpler, and

nearly all of the beamllne developers have used the line for experiments.

These include a wide variety of problems including studies of the EXAFS and

near edge structure of zeolite and fuel cell catalysts, compound semi-

conductors, amorphous materials, biological, material!, and surface and inter-

faces using glancing Incidence. The measurements spanned an energy range of

5-20 keV with the NSLS operating at 2.42 CeV and currents up to 100 ma.

Figures 3 and 4 show some examples of data obtained on the beam line.

Figure 3 is a comparison of the Cu K edge for four crystal and two crystal op-

eration. For the four crystal data the resolution is 1.2 eV and for the two

crystal case the slit size results in a resolution of _r2.7 *V. It is clear

that additional absorption features are present in the four crystal data.

This comes both from the increased resolution and the suppression of rono-

chromator tails.

In Fig. 4 the EXAFS for pure Au is plotted as obtained by three different

techniques. The standard absorption spectrum is compared with data obtained

using fluorescence yield under conditions of total external reflection and

with the total electron yield spectrum. Both of the yield spectra probe the

near surface regions of the Au. The penetration depth In reflection is ̂ 30 A



while th« escape depth of the electrons la a faw hundred angstroms. The fl«o-

reseenee spectra are notable In that they required the beaa passing through a

50 ua alit. Due to the brightness of the HSLS x-ray ring It was still poa-

alblt to obtain "3 x 10s pbotoaa/aee froa a 1/2 and portion of the beaa. All

three spectra are essentially count rate limited, and demonstrate the success

In Maintaining crystal aligaaent while scanning the energy by aor« than I keV.
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